Computer Vision Algorithm Engineer

About eyesight
eyesight is an expert in Machine Vision and gesture recognition technology. The company delivers simple and natural user interactions with a multitude of devices including Smartphones, Tablets, PCs, TVs, Wearables (Glasses) and other digital devices, allowing touch-free device control with the swipe of a hand or point of a finger.

Our R&D center is located in the Herzliya.

http://www.eyesight-tech.com/job1.html

About The Position

Responsibilities include:
● Our Computer vision group is looking for excellent algorithm engineers who are passionate about Computer Vision and Machine Learning.
● We are researching and developing state of the art modules to provide excellent Human Computer Interaction experience. From Hand Gesture Recognition to Human Social Behavior Understanding, we are working hard to create the next revolution.

The position is based in Herzliya.

Requirements:
● MSc in Computer Science / Engineering –Must
● At least 2 years of experience as a Senior researcher or engineer in the field of computer vision / machine learning
● At least 2 years experience in C++ & Matlab programming skills.
● Experience developing algorithms related to image processing / video – Advantage
● Deep Learning Knowledge
● In car experience – Big advantage
● Only relevant application will be answered. The vacancy is applying for women and men.

Send your c.v. to jobs@eyesight-tech.com

Eyesight is an equal opportunity employer.